TOURNAMENT & GREENS

GENTS : CHAIRMAN'S PRIZE
1) This competition is a MEDAL round, played over 18 holes and the
12 players who return the best net scores will qualify for a Matchplay situation.
2) Each player must have returned 3 Monthly Medals or Stablefords
since January of the previous year.
3) Entrance fee for the Competition is as detailed in the entry book.
4) The qualifiers will be the 12 players who return the lowest net
scores.
5) In the case of ties, there will be a countback as follows: lowest net
back 9: then net back 6: then back 3: then the last hole. If still a tie
the countback goes to net front 9.etc.
6) A draw will be made with a seeding process in place, where the 12
players compete in Match Play,with full handicap allowance given.
Until a winner is decided. The final will be referred. The strokes
will be taken from the score-card of the course being played.
7) At the semi-final stage the lady qualifier will enter the draw,she
will play against her drawn partner with the Gents stroke index
being used. Account to be taken in the difference of the S.S.S. of
the course being played, plus Ladies hep.up to 5 no additional
strokes,6-12 hep. 1 additional stroke.13-28 hep.2 additional strokes,
28-36hcp.3additional strokes
8) If a match finishes all square after 18 holes, the match will
continue, with the first player to win a hole declared the winner.
9) The winning player will receive a trophy and gains 5 points
towards the Golfer of the Year and a voucher to the value of £
10)
The runner-up receives 2 points towards the Golfer of the
Year.
Any player in the qualifying round who equals or beats the C.S.S.S.
Gains 1 point towards the Golfer of the Year.

